The Cover. When Conductor Guy Fraser Harrison steps to the podium of the Oklahoma City Symphony, an orchestra full of Sooners snaps to attention. The Symphony has always had University of Oklahoma ties—through its organizers, its alumni musicians and a joint desire to bring the best in music to Oklahoma. See Symphonic Sooners, Page 4.

Association Membership. Any former student who completed one or more semesters at the University satisfactorily is eligible for membership. An annual membership costs $5.00 and a Life Membership costs $80.00, payable $5.00 down and $5.00 quarterly.

Hypnosis: The Outcast Science
Medical respectability is coming to hypnosis. O.U.'s Dr. Louis J. West tells us why.
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The American Image
Frank Dennis' wax museum is causing quite a stir in tourist-packed Washington, D.C.
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The Controversial Canon 35
Cameras in the courtroom? Lawyer Hicks Epton says, "No!" in the first of a two-part article on the issue.
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Religion on the Campus
Is academic "atheism" merely a myth, or does it have a foundation in the questioning student mind?
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Hall of Fame
Two alumni and a professor emeritus have been added to the state's Hall of Fame.
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